**Step 8-1**
Install the Cylinder Trim and engage the T Turn of the Interior T Turn Trim onto the lock case. Fasten the Trim Bolting Screw x 2.

**Step 8-2**
Insert the Swivel Spindle from exterior side with Screw Slot face the door edge until the Blocking Pin on spindle stops against the Lever hub of the mortise lock case.

**Step 8-3**
Hold the spindle in place; apply the Lever Spacer and Lever of the interior side, and fasten the Lever set screw. Make sure the spindle pin stops against the Lever hub when Lever Screw is fastening. If you have difficult to line up, loose a little bit of the two Trim Bolting Screws as installed on Step 8-1.

**Step 8-4**
Install the Mortise Cylinder and Faceplate - follow the instruction as per "Step 9" and "Step 10" of the main Installation Manual.

**Step 8-5**
Install the exterior Lever Spacer and Lever.

**Step 8-6**
Line up and adjust the Trim set installation until the testing of lock function is satisfied; fasten the Trim Bolting Screws.

**Step 8-7**
Hold the exterior Lever in place and fasten the Lever screw.

**Step 8-8**
Fasten the Trim Bolting Screw x 2.